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BARGERSVILLE Terry Lynn Moore-Estes of Bargersville, IN passed away on Tuesday, June 15th surrounded by her friends
and family. She passed away following a courageous six-year battle with colon cancer ...
Terry Lynn Moore-Estes
Dr Nassir Ghaemi reviews an APA annual meeting presentation looking at the long history of antipsychiatry views, including
the current embrace of nonscientific approaches to diagnosing mental illness.
Making Sense of Antipsychiatry for the 21st Century
The emergence of epigenetic models has generated a surge of optimism, opening new possibilities for psychiatric
intervention.
Can Epigenetics Promote Resilience Without Genetic Reductionism?
Dr. Allan Lee McCall, a U.S. Army veteran and anesthesiologist who worked for the Beaver Medical Clinic starting in 1956,
died on June 8, 2021. He was 97.
Redlands doctor went to work for Beaver Medical in 1956
From Cecil Rhodes to Rosa Parks ... Our views on women’s suffrage, sexuality, medicine, education, child-rearing and
masculinity are not the same as they were 50 years ago, and will be different ...
Why every single statue should come down
Heroin started rewiring and taking control of Will's brain in the early 2000s, as he turned 40. "Back then, if you used drugs
people didn't ...
He Lost Nearly Everything To Addiction. Then An Arrest Changed His Life
He hadn’t hit his head, but he was seeing stars in the upper right corner of his vision. When he closed his right eye, the
stars remained. He closed his left eye; they disappeared. He wondered what ...
He Kept Seeing Sparkly Dots on the Edge of His Vision. What Was It?
As the first national network of early-career researchers marks its 21st birthday, the founders of Hungary’s describe how
and why they set up theirs in 2019.
Six reasons to launch a Young Academy
I need to be in a space where I am not hopeless,” says one terminal cancer patient who is suing the Justice Department and
the DEA for her right to use psilocybin ...
Can Psychedelics Help Make Dying Easier?
This is possibly because Ayurveda is known as the traditional Indian medicinal system, hence no one wanted to challenge
these ancient living traditions and get in the bad books of crore of ...
Allopathy-Ayurveda debate: Allow Science to grow scientifically
Kaunda will be remembered as a giant of 20th century African nationalism -- a leader who gave refuge to revolutionary
movements, a relatively benign autocrat and an international diplomat.
Kenneth Kaunda: the last giant of African nationalism and benign autocrat left a mixed legacy
Perhaps no work of poetry has ever had the worldwide impact as Sefer Thillim, known in English translation as the Book of
Psalms ... all too similar to that of our 21st century world.
Influence of Jewish poetry spans centuries
Exactly 10 years ago the University of Washington Press published a very splashy book that examined Seattle ... entered
evening in a mood that recalls Cecil Taylor's "Enter, Evening (Soft Line ...
Rural Folks Love the Police Because Their Economy Depends on Prisoners
Sending a large fuzzy mascot through North Philadelphia is just one of the things Dick teachers and staff did this past year
to help the school's 450 students and their families survive a year of ...
School went all in for families to keep kids engaged
Kenneth Kaunda, the former president of Zambia, has died in hospital in the capital, Lusaka at the age of 97. Kaunda was
the last of the giants of 20th century African nationalism. He was also one of ...
One of African nationalism’s greatest champions has died
This pandemic year has been tough for educators and students alike. But for many schools, keeping connections with
families has been especially crucial.
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Here’s how one school kept kids engaged through a long year of virtual learning
9. Bolshoi Confidential by Simon Morrison The book opens not with the founding of the theatre in the 18th century but in the
21st, with an acid attack in a freezing Moscow street, the work of a ...
Top 10 books about ballet
The budget includes $6 million to create or expand health care graduate programs at schools that primarily educate Black
or Hispanic students, such as Morehouse School of Medicine. Biden also ...
AJC On Campus: Dan Levy’s advice to graduates, Biden’s Pell grant push
Kenneth Kaunda, the former president of Zambia, who has died in hospital in the capital, Lusaka, at the age of 97, was the
last of the giants of 20th century African nationalism.
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